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Vision
ACCESS - EMPOWERMENT – JUSTICE

Mission
Empowering our community to access justice by providing free legal services to all
unmet legal needs

Our Community
Everybody in Marlborough and Kaikoura especially those who experience economic,
social, cultural, or other barriers to access to legal services

Our Values Statement
Commitment to the Treaty of Waitangi
Accountability to our community
Promoting participatory justice and self-reliance
Increasing people’s knowledge and expectations of the law
Delivery of legal education services to reflect the Community’s changing needs and
expectations
Integrity and Professionalism
The organisation outlines the values that it promotes
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Our Board
Jill Van Angeren – Chair |Elizabeth Collyns (Liz) – Secretary | Alison Brook - Treasurer
Gemma McKinney, Taulapu Oliver, John Hart, Tiffany Cross, Karen (Kaja) Jungersen, Jacki
Eves, Catherine Donnelly

Our staff

Stephanie Moses

Alan Naysmith

GDip Dispute Resolution
AAMINZ, FDR, Family, DIP L Exec

Legal Supervisor LLB
Voluntary

Manager

Jenni Walker
BA GDip Dispute Resolution
Dip L Exec

Jenna Baker

Caseworker Part time

Reception | Administration
Part Time

Dharshini Ramanathan

Patricia Clay B Com ACA

LLM, BSC |Solicitor

Full time

Finance Part-time

Sharlene Verry
Maori Liaison | Caseworker
Part time

Paula Taylor
Maori Liaison | Caseworker
Part time
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Community Law Marlborough – Chairman’s report 2020
As I write this report it becomes apparent that the 12 months it relates to is a time of two halves. The year started
with disappointment that the Budget 2019 bid for increased funding for Community Law Centres had not been
accepted in the form submitted. It meant that Community Law Marlborough was still not in a position to attract a
second lawyer. However, an interim payment to lift the level of support to our current staff was well received.
A total of 1691 client contacts were made over the year and the range of problems was as wide as ever. It seems
there is no aspect of life that does not need a “legal eye” to look at it from time to time. Our case workers and the
rest of the team are to be congratulated on the high level of satisfaction these clients expressed once their concerns
had been effectively addressed.
Then in February 2020 COVID arrived. There was huge anxiety and uncertainty about what it would mean, how
would the staff work, would there be any clients? I would like to commend Stephanie for the way she stepped staff
and clients through the changing lock-downs, having clear protocols for each level, supporting her staff and making
sure there was a way for anyone needing Community Law service to receive it. This is of course an on-going
situation and will influence the working environment for some time to come but the centre is committed to
providing as normal a service as possible as lock down levels fluctuate.
I would like to thank the volunteer lawyers, and Alan Naysmith , CLM’s legal supervisor for their commitment to the
organisation and availability throughout the year. To the staff that provided educational seminars to many different
organisations and schools, thank you. To those of you who are working to build better relationships with Maori
organisations, thank you. And to Steph who has built the great team and continues to practice at so many levels, a
very big thank you.
Through the year the board finished the work on updating Policies and we are continuing to debate the best way to
modernise the constitution. This latter task was interrupted by COVID but we will return to it early in 2021. The
board has worked well together and I am pleased most have indicated willingness to continue for another year.
We have had some resignations however, firstly Alison Brook who has been an able Board Treasurer and brought her
professional oversight to the role, secondly Jenni Walker a long time employee and supporter of CLM’s vision and
lastly Patricia Clay who has stepped away from her weekly finance role to take on the role of Board Treasurer. To you
all, my own (and the organisations) appreciation of the work you have done to ensure that CLM serves the
community well.
As we move into the 2020 – 2021 financial year there are indications that Community Law Centres will receive extra
funding from MOJ. The first allocation is focussed on staffing with the intent that there will be a lift in the number
lawyers working in Community Law. We hope this will help with our own recruitment drive.
The times ahead will include challenges we cannot imagine, but the team at CLM are more than ready to meet them.

Jill Van Angeren.
Chairperson.
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Manager’s Report
Tēna koutou katoa,
What a year this has been!
One of the highlights this year is to finally be able to say that CLC's have had a funding increase, is it
enough after 10 years? Probably not, but it certainly helps. CLC's and Community Law Aotearoa worked
tirelessly putting together enough data for the Budget bids and it paid off. As well as extra funding
earmarked for salaries and basic running costs, funding was also given to set up a pro-bono clearing
house, a new Client Reporting Database that will be rolled out to all CLC’s before Christmas, all in all a
prosperous year and puts us in good stead going forward.

Covid-19
Was something out of the norm and the effects will be with us for some time. Whilst our IT systems were
not suitable for remote working we did manage to have most of the staff fielding enquiries on a daily basis
and as the alert levels decreased we were able to have a couple of sneaky trips into the office to file and
enter data, of course everyone was protected. Phone calls and emails were steady during this time, whilst
we do not particularly give advice to employers, we were able to steer a couple in the right direction in
terms of wage subsidies and other assistance for which they were grateful. The work is ongoing, we are
still dealing with many of the initial employment issues as I write this report.
Returning to the office has seen us upgrade all IT to ensure that it is compatible for our new Client
Reporting system, Action Step and also to ensure that staff have the right equipment to work from home if
required in the near future.
Equally important to note is the gratitude the staff get, usually in the form of our client surveys but of late
cake and chocolate is fast becoming the norm. Well done to you guys!

Contractual Targets:
Clients recorded for 2019/2020 year totalled 1836 which is around 40% above our contract with the
Ministry. Whilst we do not report on Client hours for this financial year, we will be doing so in the new
financial year.
Legal Seminars recorded for 2019/2020 year totalled 17 which is above the contracted target of 15 again
our client satisfaction surveys are running at around 98%. Some of the Education was completed in
conjunction with Reap and MVIP, thank you to those organisations for their continuing support.
In addition to the above work the staff were often out and about talking to groups about the services
provided, attending Community meetings, writing articles and other resources for publishing.
Work continued in Kaikoura twice a month with busy days. There were 15 clinics and 33 clients seen face
to face in Kaikoura, the numbers are down from last year and this would be due to Covid-19 and cancelled
visits. Thanks to Heartlands who manage our bookings and provide a space for interviewing our clients.
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The year has seen a similar pattern of legal matters presented, Employment, Family, Financial, LTSA, and
Trust which includes EPOA, and Wills.
Volunteers Solicitors Clinics
We continue to provide weekly and monthly Volunteer Solicitors clinics, these are usually busy, and we
thank the Law firms for their support, time, expertise and willingness to assist outside those hours.
Our Staff
We have said our goodbyes to Jenni who is now in that wonderful place of retirement. Her contributions
and knowledge will be missed. Jenna has been with us for a year now and has quickly established herself
as the technology expert and because of her efficiency at the front desk will be moving further into an
Administrators role. Dharshini has continued to expand her skills and knowledge and is now taking on more
of the representation work with great results. Sharlene and Paula bring light and noise into the office, their
first year has seen them tackle and come to grips with a multitude of legislation at the same time they have
networked and presented many seminars to Maori. All the staff participate and share attendance at various
Community meetings and provided Legal Education to the Community.
We would like to thank Alan Naysmith who is our Legal supervisor, we appreciate your time and wise
wisdom.
To the Board thank you for the challenges and support you provide, you are an integral part of Community
Law being where it is today.
Where to from now?
I am sure that there will be some more challenges with Covid-19 in the coming year, which we will deal with
as and when required. There are some exciting new projects to master such as the new reporting tools and
reporting requirements that MOJ impose on us, we are ready for that too.
CLM will continue to provide the high-end quality service we already provide; we will be mindful of the
changing needs in our community and provide a service that meets those needs. Simply, we will keep on
doing the work, be proactive and overcome obstacles as they arise.
Lastly to the team who made it happen this year – Dharshini, Paula, Jenna, Sharlene, Jenni and Patricia, it
is always a pleasure to work with you.
Nāku iti noa, nā

Stephanie Moses
Manager
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Education Sessions
Enduring Power of Attorney
Elder Abuse – Misuse of EPOA
Family Trusts | Succession | Youth Rights
Maori Land Trustee Training |
Succession & Whanau Trusts | Wills
Education was provided to Iwi,
Rest homes and general public.

Volunteer Solicitors Evenings & Day Time Family Clinic
Our weekly Wednesday evening and the monthly Thursday daytime advice sessions
provided by volunteer Lawyers/Barristers from various law firms continue to be well
utilized and provide another tier of quality assistance provided through Community Law
Marlborough.

Volunteer Solicitors
Joshua Smith | John Holdaway | Andrew Finch | Autumn Faulkner | Nick McKessor |
Charles Murdoch | Mike Hardy-Jones | Terry Sissons | Jacki Eves | Audrey Seaton |
Libby Lockhart | Andrew Townsend | Kent Arnott | Josh Marshall

A huge thank you to our volunteers who provide many hours to CLM in a voluntary
capacity. Thank you for all the pro bono work you do for us it is most appreciated.
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Networking
Shine | Community Workers Meetings | Migrant Sector Working
Group | MVIP | Rural Women’s Group | Maataa Waka | Maori Health
Organisations
Youth Workers Forum | Volunteer Marlborough | PHO | Ngati Rarua |
Ngati Kuia | Pacific Island | IRD |Literacy Marlborough | Immigration |
Police | Family Court |
Kaikoura Community meeting | Ngati Apa | Te Ati Awa
MSD | Womens Welfare League | Victim Support | Plunket Society |
Citizens Advice | Shine

Kaikoura Clinics
33 clients seen face to face in Kaikoura from 15
clinics. A mixture of legal issue enquiries including
Employment, Family, ACC, Civil, WINZ and EPOA’s

What Our Clients Say…
Service, availability and attention to the issue was superb! Thank you! | Excellent
reassurance and advice | From making the appointment to seeing a caseworker was a
very pleasant, informative experience | Simply awesome | Wonderful service and well
informed | Keep doing what you’re doing to help the community | Excellent service
| Very responsive and helpful | I was quite happy with the staff member and how I
was treated. Very helpful | Spot on don’t change | Very thorough. Thank you | No
improvement needed – all positive. Thank you | Pleasant to deal with. Thanks kindly |
A+ for all | Lovely staff | Excellent service even though the answer was not what I
wanted to hear | Fantastic | Was welcoming and efficient service – thank you | Tu
meke/excellent | I think it is great to have you available | Absolutely would
recommend. Amazing friendly service | Coffee machine? | Very helpful and they make
me feel welcome | A very pleasant visit. Thank you for your help | Perfect
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Our Statistics
Age groups of Clients who use our service
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Ethnicity of clients using our service
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TREASURERS REPORT
For the year ended 30 June 2020

Funding: While Covid-19 has greatly affected the financial outcome for many organisations in 2020,
Ministry of Justice (MOJ) funding to this centre has not been affected. MOJ continued to pay the same
funding over the lockdown period and have increased funding by around $30,000 for the ensuing year to
contribute toward pay increases for existing staff and assist with filling vacant positions. We currently have
a vacancy as case worker Jenni retired during lockdown.

Other Income: The reduction in other income is the result of the Community Law Centre Aotearoa Bank
Distributions (the proportion of interest on lawyer Trust Fund accounts distributed to Community Law
centres) declining during the latter part of the year. This was the result of decreased interest rates and
reduced sales of properties during the lockdown period.

Employee Related Costs: Although we budgeted for an increase in employee related costs for the
year, due to the retirement of the case worker, this expense was down on the previous year by
approximately $8,000.

Other Expenses: The premises lease was renegotiated in September 2019 with an increase staggered
over the next 3 years. These financial statements show the impact of the first years increase amounting to
just over $5,000. Over the next 2 years, the rent will increase by a slightly smaller amount each year.
Literacy Marlborough who sub-lease the rear of the building, pay a share of that increase.

Fixed Assets: The year has resulted in a surplus of over $43,000 allowing us to purchase new computers
costing $14,000 which were installed recently. The office renovations were also completed.

Treasurer: As i am retiring following this AGM, Patricia Clay has agreed to join the Board. Patricia is very
familiar with all aspects of the Centre’s finances having prepared the accounts and fulfilled the
accountancy role for many years. I know I leave the centre in the safest of hands. Special thanks go to
Patricia for her diligent care of our finances and to Simon Danson for a prompt and efficient audit.
I move the adoption of my report.
I move that Simon Danson, Nelson Marlborough Audit Ltd, be reappointed Auditor for the coming year.

Alison Brook
TREASURER
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